


G-Code Contact is a line of immediate action platforms with 
components hand picked from our catalog and assembled 
into fighting load outs based on requirements from special 
operations, warfighters currently overseas.

From belt systems to chest rigs, G-Code Contact systems are 
designed to be worn on your person, under clothing, or to 
travel with you in a day pack or other small bag where they 
can be quickly donned for combat use.



A single layer of G-Code Scorpion rifle(2) and pistol(2) pouches delivers 
speed and utility in a easy to conceal, minimalist chest rig.



Featuring three G-Code Scorpion rifle-pistol stacked pouches, the 3 x 3 
occupies the same footprint as the 2 x 2 but with an extra rifle and pistol 
magazine capability.



Two G-Code Scorpion rifle pouches, one rifle-pistol stack pouch, a 
medium GP pouch and a long GP suspension pouch create a platform 
for additional capabilities that range from emergency medical kits to 
breacher systems to signaling devices to documentation/recording 
systems.

The Traveler also includes a discreet stand alone System Bag that can 
be left in place or carried as part of an EDC without raising eyebrows in 
daily life.



Two G-Code Scorpion rifle-pistol stack pouches, a single rifle-double 
pistol stack pouch, an RTI Adaptor and a holster ready RTI Optimal Drop 
Pistol Platform ride on a G-Code Operator Belt, creating a combat ready 
platform that delivers fast access to vital equipment at their center of 
gravity.

Note: Pictured with an RTI Soft Pouch, not included in base system.



Three G-Code Scorpion rifle pouches, three pistol pouches, an RTI 
Adaptor and a holster ready RTI Optimal Drop Pistol Platform ride on a 
G-Code Operator Belt, creating a low profile fighting system that can 
easily hide in plain sight with minimal concealment layering.

Note: Pictured with an RTI Soft Pouch, not included in base system.



A dual rifle magazine D3 Carrier pouch, two single pistol magazine pouches, 
an RTI Adaptor and a holster ready RTI Optimal Drop Pistol Platform ride on 
a G-Code Operator Belt, giving the end user a quick-don belt that can easily 
be stored in a daypack or stored under a car set, fully loaded out.

Note: Pictured with an RTI Soft Pouch, not included in base system.
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